Old World
Restoration &
Reproduction
of Antique
Furniture

Furnishings for
the Home
Striking a balance between
traditional and contemporary.

Always with extreme
attention to detail.

W

hether you are looking to restore a treasured piece of
furniture, recreate a special antique, or create your own

signature piece, Michael Glazman Studio can answer your needs
and those of your clients.
Michael Glazman - master wood carver
and renowned architect - has created
designs from classical styles of the 18th
century to classical modern style. His work
has been featured in Sotheby’s.
For almost 35 years, top interior designers
have called upon the imagination and talent of the Michael Glazman
design and production experts to create memorable, lavish and
one-of-a-kind pieces at Sotheby Restoration Co., Oxford Restoration
Co., Place des Vosges Fine Antiques Galore and Stair Galore in the
United States. In Amsterdam, Holland he worked at an architectural
company on wooden restoration of the interior of 15th through 17th
century mansions, and in Riga, Latvia and Leningrad, Russia, Michael
worked at the Government museums.

Specializing in:
Reproduction of missing elements
Reproduction of whole objects
Reproduction from photographs
Matching patina on water or smoke damaged objects,
repairing scratches
Staining with traditional authentic materials
French polishing, waxing, painting
Replacement of inlay: wood, brass
Marquetry, hand carving, turning
Veneer restoration and replacement
All types of architecture work and cabinetry
(fireplaces, banisters, solid wood marquetry on the parquet)

Michael Glazman studio can match existing pieces, or custom create
new ones. See something in a magazine that caught your eye? We
can replicate or custom design anything that you can conceptualize.

About the Artist – Michael Glazman, Master Woodcarver

M

ichael Glazman, president of Glazman
Studio, was born into a wood carver’s

family and was captivated by the process of
wood carving from the very start. A graduate of
the School of Applied Art in Saint Petersburg,
Russia, Michael was trained to restore aged
furniture utilizing Old World craftsmanship.
He travelled through the world learning the
trade and in search of new techniques. Michael possesses a keen

design sense and appreciation for craftsmanship.
In the days of old Russia,
artists hand-crafted their
furniture using exquisite
detail. No expense was
spared to create exotic
carved wood pieces. With
this same passion, Michael
Glazman continues to extend
his collection for the pleasure of furniture enthusiasts and professionals.
With a reputation for designing with distinction and transforming even
the plainest pieces of wood into masterpieces, Michael strives for
perfection and excellence in his work. His designs are inspired by the
past yet crafted for today’s home.
Contact Michael Glazman studio for all of
your woodwork and furniture restoration
and creation needs.
704 Summit Avenue
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Toll Free Phone: 877.800.3070
michaelg@michaelglazman.com

www.HistoricalFurnitureCustomDesign.com

